#2225 The Yom Kippur War and the Abomination of Desolation – The post-World War II U.S.
waxing great toward the South and toward the East as a second Syria/Antiochus IV Epiphanes,
part 484, The Pale Horse, (lxxxi), Poland-Lithuania seemed like Paradise for the Jews, but
became Death, with Hell following
As was discussed in Unsealing #2103, Poland-Lithuania was known as paradisus Judeorum
(Latin for Jewish paradise). Below is the paragraph:
History of the Jews in Poland (from Wikipedia). From the founding of the Kingdom of
Poland in the eleventh century through the years of the Polish-Lithuanian empire, Poland was
one of the most tolerant countries in Europe. Known as paradisus Judeorum (Latin for Jewish
paradise), it became home to one of the world’s largest and most vibrant Jewish communities.
For centuries Poland was a unique shelter for persecuted and expelled European Jewish
communities. Polin, as the Jews called the place in Yiddish, was a place which meant in
Hebrew ‘Here shalt thou lodge’ in the exile from the land of Israel. Famous rabbi of
Krakow Moses Isserles in the 16th century concluded: “had not the Lord left us this land as a
refuge, the fate of Israel would have been indeed unbearable.”
Key Understanding: The Jewish paradise becomes death, with hell following.
What seemed like the Jewish paradise would fulfill a significant part of
the prophecy of Revelation 6:7-8. Instead of the Jewish paradise,
it became Death for millions of Jews, with Hell following.

The Jewish Paradise

Hell

Revelation 6:8a
(KJV) And I looked,
and behold A PALE
HORSE: and his
name that sat on him
was DEATH, AND
HELL followed with
him.
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